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introduction t o cross-country soaring - cross-countries should be done this way. however, serious crosscountry soaring cannot be done without an occasional visit with a farmer. off-airport landings is a subject in
itself and is covered in a separate publication. field landings are not to be taken lightly, there is more to this
subject than might be expected. introduction to cross country soaring - introduction to cross country
soaring - kai gertsen 1 kai gertsen has logged more than enough miles in a glider to fly around the world…four
times. kai gertsen has prepared a booklet on cross-country soaring. introduction to cross country soaring
- dragonnorth - introduction to cross country soaring - kai gertsen 1 kai gertsen has logged more than
enough miles in a glider to fly around the world…four times. kai gertsen has prepared a booklet on crosscountry soaring. chapter 15: cross-country soaring - gliderbooks - world of possibilities unfurls. to many
pilots, cross-country soaring provides some of the greatest challenges and rewards in aviation. in this chapter,
you will learn about the knowledge, skills, and planning required to safely and enjoyably enter the realm of
cross-country soaring. 15.1 glide slope management 2007 cross country soaring and racing camp - ssa us soaring team committee . on august 20, 2007, seventeen cross country soaring/racing hopefuls gathered at
harris hill, elmira, ny for the long awaited soaring and racing camp. instructors doug jacobs, mike robison, dave
welles and tim welles were well prepared with extensive presentations on the art and science of cross country
soaring and faribault winch operations - cross country soaring, inc. - faribault winch operations
introduction cross country soaring, inc. is a commercial glider fbo in it‟s fifth year of operation at fbl. in the
spring of 2008 it acquired a winch to launch gliders. there are fewer than a dozen winches in operation in the
u.s. and as a result there is considerable the condor cross country soaring center frank paynter (ta) the condor cross country soaring center frank paynter (ta) for years now, i have been bugging scott manley,
my partner in crime in the ‘condor corner’ column, to collect, codify, and document his primary flight
instruction techniques and philosophy in a book similar to my cross country soaring with condor tome (well,
booklet). 1-26 association cross-country soaring sweepstakes - 1-26 association cross-country soaring
sweepstakes sponsor the cross-country soaring sweepstakes program is sponsored by the 1-26 association, a
division of the soaring society of america. this is a north american program with winners awarded separately in
the three divisions of the 1-26 association: eastern, central, and western. refer to world record in cross
country soaring - world record in cross country soaring by joe wurts introduction since about the middle of
1987, i was considering an attempt on the xc distance record. there were several factors in feeding this desire:
i have been quite successful in xc contest through the years, winning at thousand introduction to crosscountryviiib - utah soaring - introduction to cross country soaring - kai gertsen 2 summary • if you have the
opportunity, release in a thermal. • other than when releasing in a thermal always turn toward the rising wing.
• when encountering a thermal low, do not hesitate to turn immediately. • if you have enough altitude, don’t
turn until the climb rate approaches your expectations. cross-country handbook for students - dear crosscountry student: the ssa instituted the master instructor cross-country program in response to member
demands for better access to cross-country instruction. this handbook has been developed as a guide for
students attending cross-country camps and other pilots starting out to fly cross-country. radio control
soaring 2017-2018 - modelaircraft - competition regulations | radio control soaring 1 radio control soaring
objective the objective of these rules is to provide competition standards for radio controlled soaring
competition tasks and events that will be used across the country (usa) in a uniform manner so that in national
competitions or cross winch launch training guidelines by bill daniels - winch launch training guidelines
by bill daniels july 1st, 2008 revision special thanks to the following people for reviewing this guide and
offering helpful suggestions. don ingraham cfi-g cross country soaring faribault, mn george moore bsee, cfi-g
spokane, wa alfonso ossario cfi-g, dpe, chief instructor, soaring society of boulder. boulder, co cross-country
soaring with condor - cross-country soaring with condor frank paynter (ta) introduction: this book is aimed at
glider pilots interested in getting started (or getting better at) cross-country soaring, both for pleasure and for
cross-country racing. my intent is to show you how the condor competition soaring simulator can be used to
achieve this goal. glider competition 101 seminar - southerneaglessoaring - why: pilots who learn to fly
xc & racing tend to get more out of soaring , stay in the sport longer, and enjoy years of camaraderie with
fellow racers. racing hones your cross country soaring skills and will take your flying to the next level.
beginning racers are often impressed cross-country soaring gliding – threat and error management part two cross-country soaring you are a current, relatively experienced cross-country pilot who has completed
a number of good flights, and also have completed several successful outlandings. instructors and experienced
cross-country pilots must help us lift our game. 18 august 2010 beginning cross country soaring from
ridgeland - landing practice ridge soaring, mountain flying, new airfields, advanced gliders private pilot: flying
passengers, local soaring cross country soaring competition boredom boys men cross-country flying is a new
challenge once you are comfortable thermalling and are looking for something new, exciting, and only
moderately dangerous. tactics for budding cross country pilots - glider pilots - tactics for budding cross
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country pilots. peter deane, march 2002 2 bio • started soaring in ‘86; private glider rating ... risk-free cross
country flights do not exist • mother nature never cooperates totally. • you can and should pick the most
benign days for first attempts. optimal soaring: what is the best speed to fly? stable url - sport of
soaring." optimal soaring: what is the best speed to fly? michael a. lundin central washington university
sailplane pilots commonly fly hundreds of miles in air craft fueled by the sun's energy alone. during cross
country flights, they often climb over 10,000 feet and remain aloft all day. to fly long distances pilots circle in
rising bfgc soaring & cross country - bfgc soaring & cross country before we consider, lets think about
thermals in general? •areas that have been in cloud shadow for some time are unlikely to produce thermals,
haze & dust will do the same thing. •at what angle is the sun to the ground? (strength) soaringnv gliders.
aerobatics checkout cross country ... - window”, rent a glider, fly crosscountry in a soaringnv glider, or
perform aerobatics in a soaringnv glider. area checkout – required of all pilots before receiving a tow by
soaringnv tow planes. glider checkout – required for each type of glider the customer rents. british gliding
association bga cross country endorsement ... - bga cross country endorsement bga cross country
endorsement application vnov 2018 notes for instructors and examiners the cross-country endorsement can
only be issued if the candidate has already qualified and applied for a bronze endorsement and has the
approval of his or her cfi. the requirements are: soaring flights handicapping weight adjustment proposal
for us soaring ... - the following is a “from scratch” analysis based on the sailplane performance analytical
methods described in “cross-country soaring” by helmut reichmann and are based on quadratic-fit curves of
available polars for several sailplanes: js3-18, arcus-m, asw-27 and ls-4. radio control soaring 2019-2020 modelaircraft - competition regulations | radio control soaring 1 radio control soaring objective the objective
of these rules is to provide competition standards for radio controlled soaring competition tasks and events
that will be used across the country (usa) in a uniform manner so that in national competitions or cross
soaring and cross country flying presentation material ... - part 1 - thermal soaring - expanding on basic
bga instructional techniques part 2 - general ross ountry flying….. •preparation •top tips and common errors ...
cross country principles •don’t waste time striving for maximum height in every weak or weakening climb
•altitude (height) is only a tool to get you to the ... the condor corner - condor cross-country soaring
center - condor as a flight training tool, for virtual cross-country badge and record attempts, or for on-line
multi-player cross-country racing. scott manley and i will alternate, with scott handling the instructional topics,
and me (frank paynter) addressing cross-country / competition flying. scott is an experienced cfig and an
advocate for the use of soaring australian thermals - keepitsoaring - soaring australian thermals 103
probability in cross-country flying commentaries by garry speight originally published in australian gliding,
february 1983 commentary 1 it was just twenty years ago this month that the following article was published
in sailplane and gliding magazine. the ideas in it were share the nats with friends at home!
modelaircraft ... - cross country soaring text by rachelle haughn; photos by jenni alderman if you see some
people riding around in a convertible with the top down, looking up at the sky while holding a transmitter, you
might just be witnessing the cross country soaring nats. soaring, radio, airspace and collision avoidance soaring, radio, airspace and collision avoidance the following is an attempt to explain and explore these
subjects as seen through the eyes of solo cross country soaring pilots; a segment of aviation where the
paradigms that apply can differ significantly from those of other aviators, controllers and regulators. the
following is not meant to pilot skill development advice - pasco - pacific soaring ... - the soaring society
of america and other glider sites have the book “cross country soaring” by helmut reichman. it explains very
well everything one needs to know about technical soaring. study meteorology. soaring sailplanes is
meteorology. the best book ever written is “meteorology for glider pilots” by c.e wallington. request for
action - ci.faribault - subject: cross country soaring loan request - update background staff reached out to
don ingraham to confirm progress on the necessary documentation for cross country soaring’s loan request.
mr. ingraham stated he is pushing his accountant to finish up the 2017 taxes in order for the bank to finalize
evaluation for private financing. mr. request for council action - ci.faribault - the city has received a
hangar rental agreement from cross country soaring. the lease term expires on december 31, 2019. cross
country soaring will be occupying units 441 and 443 in building 4, and unit 933 in building 5. listed below are
current hangar rental fees and availability. migration by flapping or soaring: flight strategies of ... soaring migrants. this allows harriers to migrate under unfavorable thermal and wind con- ditions. marsh
harriers are similar to typical soaring migrants in maximizing cross-country speed in soaring-gliding flight,
whereas montagu’s and pallid harriers are less adapted to soaring-gliding flight and thus are similar to smaller
flapping migrants. the design of winglets for low-speed aircraft - m&h soaring - in cross-country
performance are achieved over a wide range of soaring conditions. the story of this development is an
interesting case study in engineering design, in which trial and error, theoretical analysis, and flight testing all
contributed to the successful solution of a difficult problem. soaring australian thermals - keepitsoaring soaring”: “finding and centring strong lift” (april 2010), “accepting and rejecting lift” (july 2010), and “fly fast
and stay high with the threshold theorem” (march 2014) most cross-country soaring in australia is done by
gliding along tracks that are almost straight, and pausing to gain height by circling in thermals. n79-27072 nasa - the vertical plane of cross-country soaring (for example, references 1 through 5), which basically yield
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an optimal airspeed given the airmass characteristics, but little has been done with the horizontal plane.
references 6 through 8 point out that substantial departures from the optimum speed-to-fly result in small
degradations in achieved speed. off-airport landings - harris hill soaring corporation - cross-country
flying is really what soaring is all about. of course, it is possible to venture away from home with minimal risk
of landing out other than at an airport by using the method of “airport hopping”. nonetheless, serious crosscountry flying cannot be done soaring nv checkout requirements - cross-country checkout the minden area
provides access to some of the best cross-country soaring conditions in the world. at soaringnv we are happy
to rent out our gliders so that pilots can fly cross-country for fun or to achieve their fai badges. however, due
to the increased risk associated with this type of flying, we require a higher level of 1-26 association crosscountry soaring sweepstakes ... - 1-26 association cross-country soaring sweepstakes (revised jan 1, 2002)
sponsor: the 1-26 association, a division of the soaring society of america. this is a national program with
winners in each of the 3 divisions of the 1-26 association (east, central, west). aerodynamic design and
cross-country flight performance ... - technical soaring 79 volume 30, no. 3 – july 2006 aerodynamic
design and cross-country flight performance analysis of diana-2 sailplane krzysztof kubrynski warsaw
university of technology, institute of aeronautics and applied mechanics colorado soaring association crosscountry written exam - colorado soaring association cross-country written exam 1. what kind of clouds
would indicate thermal lift? 2. you would fly the best l/d when: a. flying downwind to a potential landing site. b.
flying upwind to a potential landing site. c. flying crosswind to a potential landing site. d. thermaling. news
about sugarbush soaring - the last two or three weeks soaring weather has been good for rides and training
but not the best for cross country soaring, but that’s to be expected for au-gust. it was, however, an
outstanding month for the number of tows we did, over 500! that’s the highest in a long time in fact we had to
go back to 1998 to find a bigger month. there was thermal acquisition and centering - blue ridge
soaring society - thermal acquisition and centering how to have fun soaring cross country. finding and
centering lift • the most important skill for successful cross country soaring greater boston soaring club - in
soaring, wherever you want to take it. gbsc has trainers up to cross country gliders so you will have a glider
available for whatever skill level you are at. encampments in the spring we have an encampment at mifflin, pa,
where you can experience ridge and cross county soaring. faribault city council minutes regular council
meeting of ... - stated that cross country soaring is a valuable resource that provides a civil airport need that
is not served anywhere else in minnesota. larson asked the city council to consider the users of the airport
when making decisions about the faribault municipal airport. 3,2,1, done by tom johnson the soaring
safety foundation ... - between 2000-3000 ft agl, i am soaring cross-country, but i have identified possible
landing areas. (2) between 1000-2000 ft agl, i am trying to stay aloft and gain altitude and i have a definite
landing site selected. (1) below 1000 ft agl, i am in the landing pattern to the selected site. (done) simple.
soaring forecasts: digging for data at nws web sites - maximize their soaring experience. it’s worth
noting that sailplanes have soared past the tropopause, and hang gliders and paragliders have reached
altitudes above 18,000 ft. hang gliders and paragliders routinely make unpowered cross country trips of more
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